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An ordinary moment turns into a memorable one, when the best experiences come together. BRAVIA, with its path-breaking technologies ensures that you live these 

moments everyday. It makes the most gorgeous images shine with perfect details, spectacular colours and striking contrast. Get closest to reality with 4K HDR Processor 

X1™ Extreme.

As close to reality as you can get  
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The most immersive BRAVIA experience ever

OLED Range

A8F Series X9F/X8F/X8E Series

Superior contrast, absolute black

Brilliant picture, pure entertainment

Clearer, sharper, smarter Simply clear and beautiful picture

World of endless entertainment

Stunning details, spectacular colours

X7F/X7E series W8F series

W6F series R/P series

Smart TV Range

4K HDR TV 

Premium 4K HDR TV

LED Range

Full HD Android TV
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The ultimate picture quality

Standard Dynamic Range  

(Conventional)

High Dynamic Range with  

Sony’s unique technologies

Lifelike details with 4K HDR

High Dynamic Range (HDR) is the new standard for picture quality, offering a much wider range of 

colour, contrast and clarity. A Sony 4K HDR TV improves the picture even further, using technologies like 

4K X-Reality PRO™, X-tended Dynamic Range™ PRO and TRILUMINOS™ Display to reveal previously 

unavailable levels of realism, making you really feel a part of the scene. 

More power, performance, and beauty

Our newly developed 4K HDR Processor X1™ Extreme has 40% more real-time image processing than 

our renowned 4K Processor X1™. These processors produce pictures that are sharp, clear and incredibly 

lifelike. This latest image processing technology takes everything that you watch and upscales it to near 

4K HDR quality.

Conventional With X1™ Extreme

Every movement, beautifully clear

The latest X-Motion Clarity technology 

keeps fast action smooth, bright and 

clear. Moving images are precisely 

controlled to minimize blur. Even during 

high speed scenes, pictures stay true 

with no loss in brightness. Without X-Motion Clarity With X-Motion Clarity

Life’s brilliance, revealed with extra colours

See vivid real world colours all around 

you. TRILUMINOS™ Display maps from 

a wider palette than most other TVs, 

faithfully reproducing every shade and 

hue in the umbrellas.

With TRILUMINOS DisplayWithout TRILUMINOS Display

Exceptionally real contrast

Full Array LED with Local Dimming 

allows TV panel to exhibit precise 

contrast by controlling complete array 

of LED producing light locally where  

needed. X-tended Dynamic Range™ 

PRO reproduces a far wider brightness 

range than a conventional LED TV for the 
Standard Dynamic Range 

(Conventional)
X-tended Dynamic Range™ PRO

most dazzling lights and deepest blacks. When combined with an HDR signal you’ll experience 

even greater brilliance in every scene as it increases the quality of HDR with more vibrant colours.
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Upgrade your sound experience Soft Minimalism - Slice of Living Design 2018

Bigger, better bass

Powerful Bass

Upgrade your viewing experience with 2.1 channel 

surround sound. Fill the room with rich and  

powerful bass and enjoy your favourite contents 

with more excitement.

Fine tune every moment

Make your listening as lifelike as your viewing. 

ClearAudio+ fine-tunes TV sound for an immersive, 

emotionally enriching experience that seems to 

surround you. 

Hear more from a compact speaker box with 

an intense and focused sound. The bass 

reflex speaker produces clear, rich sounds 

from crisp highs to extended lows. 

Embedding the viewing experience into everyday living

The Soft Minimalism concept focuses on 

uniting the discreet and the noticeable 

into the look of a TV as an actual object. 

The BRAVIA stand, emulating the exquisite 

presence of a sculpture, features a simple 

structure of square, metallic bars that come 

into contact with the underlying surface at 

individual points—a design that creates the 

kind of unique sense of balance and tension 

that users find in art gallery displays.
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Browse, search and install from a huge and ever-growing choices of apps on your BRAVIA in a brand 

new way. Just log-in with your  Google ID – it’s the same friendly, familiar experience you already 

enjoy on your smartphone.

Enter the world of Sony's Android TV™ & experience a whole new world of 

entertainment. With Android TV, your favorite content is always front and 

center. So whether you’re looking for a new show to binge watch or just want 

to pick up where you left off, you get what you want, when you want it

A world of content and applications

Your voice is the command

Simple. Fast. Easy.

There’s more you can do with your smartphone

Sony’s Android TV™ comes preloaded with your favourite applications to let you enjoy unlimited 

content such as TV shows, movies, web series and much more. 

Unlimited content with your favourite Apps

*FREE 1 month subscription with Netflix • **FREE 3 months movie subscription with Sony LIV™ & BIGFLIX
* Sign up for your free month trial at www.netflix.com ; See www.netflix.com/Termsofuse for details.  
** For redemption process, please visit www.sony.co.in/microsite/movie-offer

Chromecast built-in lets you share your favourite 
videos, games and apps from your Android ™ or iOS™ 
mobile device to BRAVIA in full quality. 

Let BRAVIA notify you whenever you get a call, message 
or any other notification from any Application. 

Designed for the best possible TV video calling experience, 
Tellybean lets you connect via a video call from mobile or 
web directly to your TV.

A Sony exclusive, TV MusicBox is an intuitive and customizable 
phone app which lets people enjoy music collaboratively. 
Listening to everyone's play list was never this easy!

Sony’s Android TV™ Stimulate Curiosity

Applicable with select models.  

Please update the TV to the latest 

software to enjoy this feature.

Press the “Voice Button” and  
your voice is the command!

Hands-free control
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Quickly switch between Applications/Videos/Games etc. 

on your latest Sony Android TV™. Just long press home 

button and navigate easily to switch over to or shut any 

running application.

Enjoy using TV program guide App for your 

extended TV watching experience. You can 

easily & quickly check TV shows schedule 

for any day & view program information at 

a glance. Your TV viewing experience was 

never so seamless!

Now enjoy watching your current screen in a small TV 

window while you try to explore other options on your 

TV. No need to compromise anymore on what you are 

watching before switching over to something else.

The next generation of entertainment, where 

broadcast channels and Internet contents are 

perfectly integrated.  One quick button helps 

you discover everything instantly without 

disturbing your ongoing TV contents.

Easily switch apps with task switching window

Easily navigate to search your  
favorite TV program

BRAVIA remote now controls your 
DTH box

Wide range of accessories

Shrink video window during another activity

Discover everything instantly

Task Switching

TV Programe Guide IR Blaster

Expand your TV’s Memory

Expandable Memory

Wireless Accessories

Picture in Picture

Content Bar

Play the way you want to with a wide 

range of optional accessories* and 

controllers for an exciting console-like 

gaming experience.

*Please check compatibility for third party accessories before purchase 

All TV images are simulated. Actual representation may vary.

IR Blaster lets you control your DTH box and 

TV with one remote. Simply use your BRAVIA 

remote to seamlessly explore TV broadcasts 

from DTH, Internet videos & contents or 

BRAVIA's functions like Content Bar,  

Google Play etc.

You can now connect an external USB drive “USB thumb 

drive / USB HDD” to your Android TV to add more space for 

apps and content. This USB drive once formatted as device 

storage will act as additional internal memory.

Sony’s Android TV™ Stimulate Curiosity
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BRAVIA OLED

More vibrant colours with true black 

True reality comes to life with deep black and natural color. Over 8 million self-illuminating 

pixels are precisely and individually controlled by the X1™ Extreme processor. Sony’s 4K OLED TV 

creates exquisite, unprecedented contrast.

Standard LED TV OLED TV

The screen is the speaker

Exclusive to Sony, specially designed actuators invisibly vibrate the TV panel to create amazing 

sound coming directly from the screen, for a perfect unification of audio and picture. This seamless 

integration of sound technology delivers pure, crisp audio without compromising the purity of the 

TV design and picture quality.

Bass powered with  
integrated subwoofer

Actuators behind the TV 
vibrate the screen to create 

dynamic sound

Discreetly designed for the screen

The simplicity and purity of the One Slate concept is made possible thanks to the fusion of all the 

very latest OLED panel technology and Sony’s unique Acoustic Surface™. This clean, minimalist 

design keeps you focused on what’s important—the picture.
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**By connecting IR Blaster cable, you can control your DTH box with BRAVIA’s Remote.   IR Blaster is compatible with selected DTH providers only.   *4K = 3840 x 2160 pixels / Please update the software to the latest version.

A8F Series  

Supplied Accessories:  IR Blaster**  •  Voice Remote Control

Picture Quality Sound Quality

Netflix streaming membership required

Sony’s Android TV™

164cm (65)
MRP Rs. 4,49,900/-

139cm (55)
MRP Rs. 3,29,900/-

This screen has millions of self-

illuminating OLED pixels that can be 

individually activated to reproduce truly 

lifelike pictures. 

Millions of OLEDs, individually controlled

Unlike most TV speakers, sound comes to you from the 

entire screen, immersing you in exciting new entertainment 

experiences. It’s picture and sound in perfect harmony.

A revolution in sound 
technology

A new TV experience awakens

Personal
Assistant Ready

 Your voice is the command!
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**By connecting IR Blaster cable, you can control your DTH box with BRAVIA’s Remote.   IR Blaster is compatible with selected DTH providers only.  *4K = 3840 x 2160 pixels / Please update the software to the latest version.

X9000F Series   

215cm (85)
MRP Rs. 12,99,900/-

164cm (65)
MRP Rs. 3,39,900/-

139cm (55)
MRP Rs. 2,39,900/-

Supplied Accessories:  IR Blaster**  •  Voice Remote Control

Picture Quality Sound Quality

Netflix streaming membership required

Sony’s Android TV™

Spectacular details in dark & light

Exceptionally real contrast

Full Array LED with Local Dimming allows TV panel to exhibit precise contrast by controlling 

complete array of LED producing light locally where needed. X-tended Dynamic Range™ PRO 

reproduces a far wider brightness range than a conventional LED TV for the most dazzling 

lights and deepest blacks. When combined with an HDR signal you’ll experience even greater 

brilliance in every scene as it increases the quality of HDR with more vibrant colours.

Standard Dynamic Range 
(Conventional)

X-tended Dynamic Range™ PRO

Personal
Assistant Ready

 Your voice is the command!
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X8500F Series   

189cm (75)
MRP Rs. 4,99,900/-

139cm (55)
MRP Rs. 1,84,900/-

123cm (49)
MRP Rs. 1,59,900/-

Picture Quality

Netflix streaming membership required

Sony’s Android TV™Sound Quality

More detailed, more natural, more real

Like you’re within the wave, waiting for the water to break over you, the 4K HDR Processor 

X1™ reproduces sparkling pattern and texture for incredible realism. With object-based HDR 

re-master and Super Bit Mapping™ our processor gives pure colours at higher brightness 

levels for truly natural pictures. See everything you watch come to life with greater depth, 

detail and texture.

**By connecting IR Blaster cable, you can control your DTH box with BRAVIA’s Remote.   IR Blaster is compatible with selected DTH providers only.   *4K = 3840 x 2160 pixels / Please update the software to the latest version.

Supplied Accessories: IR Blaster** • Voice Remote Control

A clearer, more colourful picture

Personal
Assistant Ready

 Your voice is the command!
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X8200E Series

108cm (43)
MRP Rs. 82,900/-

**By connecting IR Blaster cable, you can control your DTH box with BRAVIA’s Remote.   IR Blaster is compatible with selected DTH providers only.  *4K = 3840 x 2160 pixels / Please update the software to the latest version.

Supplied Accessories:  IR Blaster**  •  Voice Remote Control

Netflix streaming membership required

Sony’s Android TV™Sound QualityPicture Quality

Four amplifiers, four speakers, thrilling sound

Our new 4x4 Sound System includes four speakers, each individually powered by its own 

amplifier. This large capacity speaker system features a tweeter and woofer for both left and 

right channels. By driving each speaker independently, the system reproduces a crisper, more 

dynamic sound. Movies come alive with crystal clear dialogue and exhilarating sound effects. 

You’ll feel right at the heart of the action with crystal clear soundtracks and deep bass riffs.

True to life colours with immersive sound

Personal
Assistant Ready

 Your voice is the command!
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Netflix streaming membership required

Sony’s Android TV™

**By connecting IR Blaster cable, you can control your DTH box with BRAVIA’s Remote.   IR Blaster is compatible with selected DTH providers only.  *4K = 3840 x 2160 pixels / Please update the software to the latest version.

X7500F Series   

164cm (65)
MRP Rs. 2,64,900/-

139cm (55)
MRP Rs. 1,44,900/-

123cm (49)
MRP Rs. 1,29,900/-

108cm (43)
MRP Rs. 84,900/-

Supplied Accessories:  IR Blaster**  •  Voice Remote Control

Picture Quality Sound Quality

4K BRAVIA meets Android TV™

Discover worlds of entertainment on this 4K HDR TV with Android TVTM. Interacting with your 

TV has never been easier, with features like Google Play, Personal Assistant, Chromecast 

Built-in  - it’s as friendly as using your smartphone. Sony’s exclusive applications like Notify 

BRAVIA upgrades your viewing experience with its unique features.

Worlds of entertainment, brilliantly clear

Personal
Assistant Ready

 Your voice is the command!
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**By connecting IR Blaster cable, you can control your DTH box with BRAVIA’s Remote.   IR Blaster is compatible with selected DTH providers only.  *4K = 3840 x 2160 pixels / Please update the software to the latest version.

X7500E Series

123cm (49)
MRP Rs. 89,900/-

Supplied Accessories:  IR Blaster**  •  Voice Remote Control

Picture Quality Sound Quality

Looks good, anywhere

This is a TV that doesn’t dominate your living space — rather enhances it. Perfect for wall 

mounting, it’s designed to save space and complement any room with Picture quality that 

goes beyond Full HD. Easy access to a world of movies, TV shows and Apps. And a slim, 

elegant design. Don’t just watch TV, watch it in style.

Pure entertainment, brilliant picture

Netflix streaming membership required

Sony’s Android TV™

Personal
Assistant Ready

 Your voice is the command!
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Picture & Sound Quality User Experience

*4K = 3840 x 2160 pixels / Please update the software to the latest version.

X7002F Series   

Go beyond HD with detail that’s real

Discover a new world of detail, whether you’re watching 4K*, HD or any other resolution: 

everything is upscaled beautifully with the powerful picture processing engine. Each part 

of the scene is analyzed and matched with a special database to enhance stunning colours, 

contrast and lifelike texture.

Conventional With 4K X-Reality PRO

Netflix streaming membership required

Every detail, incredibly clear

108cm (43)
MRP Rs. 72,900/-

123cm (49)
MRP Rs. 1,14,900/-
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123cm (49)
MRP Rs. 84,900/-

Netflix streaming membership required

Fine details in 4K resolution

Discover a new world of detail, whether you’re watching 4K*, HD or any other resolution: 

everything is upscaled beautifully with the powerful picture processing engine. Each part 

of the scene is analyzed and matched with a special database to enhance stunning colours, 

contrast and lifelike texture.

Picture & Sound Quality User Experience

*4K = 3840 x 2160 pixels / Please update the software to the latest version.

X7002E Series Brilliant clarity, superior contrast
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Netflix streaming membership required

123cm (49)
MRP Rs. 89,900/-

108cm (43)
MRP Rs. 66,900/-

Sony’s Android TV™ brings to you a brand new an entertainment experience unlike before. 

Interacting with your TV has never been easier with Google Play, Personal Assistant, 

Chromecast  built-in - it’s as friendly as using your smartphone. Sony’s exclusive applications 

like Notify BRAVIA upgrades your viewing experience with its unique features. Enjoy and get 

excited with the whole new world of Sony’s Android TV™.

BRAVIA meets Android TV™

Picture & Sound Quality

W800F Series   Experience the world of endless entertainment

**By connecting IR Blaster cable, you can control your DTH box with BRAVIA’s Remote.   IR Blaster is compatible with selected DTH providers only.  

Supplied Accessories:  IR Blaster**  •  Voice Remote Control

Sony’s Android TV™

Personal
Assistant Ready

 Your voice is the command!
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More clarity, more detail with Full High Definition

X-Reality PRO™ picture processing upscales every pixel for exceptional Full HD clarity. As frames 

are analysed, each scene is matched with our special image database to refine images and 

reduce noise. See how the architecture in the building is enhanced with extra detail.

Without X-Reality PRO With X-Reality PRO

*Video sharing is not applicable with W662F series.  

Open Baffle
speakers

Picture & Sound Quality User Experience

W662F Series   Clearer, Sharper, more entertaining

108cm (43)
MRP Rs. 56,900/-

126cm (50)
MRP Rs. 79,900/-
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W672F Series  

80cm (32)
MRP Rs. 39,900/- 

*Video sharing is not applicable with W672F series.  *Video sharing is not applicable with W622F series.  

Picture and Sound Quality User Experience

Seamless Internet connectivity

With USB Tethering, you can use your smartphone’s network to 

access and explore the Internet on your television while charging 

the phone. Simply connect your smartphone via USB cable to TV 

and start enjoying your favourite Internet content on your TV.

W622F Series  

80cm (32)
MRP Rs. 36,900/-

Picture and Sound Quality User Experience

Connect with 
a world of Internet content 

Take your viewing beyond ordinary TV channels. Enjoy unlimited videos 

from YouTube™, Netflix, Amazon Prime Video and TV applications from 

Opera TV store. With a wide variety of TV applications from various 

genres like - entertainment, lifestyle, games etc., there is a lot more that 

you can enjoy with this TV. 

Rediscover every detail in Full HD resolution Endless entertainment 
with a world of applications
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R422F Series   R352F/R302F Series   

80cm (32)
MRP Rs. 32,900/- 

R352F
102cm (40)
MRP Rs. 47,900/- 

R302F
80cm (32)
MRP Rs. 28,900/-

Picture and Sound Quality Picture and Sound QualityUser Experience User Experience

*This model does not support network features *This model does not support network features. **Applicable with 40R352F only.

Stunning detail from 
whatever you’re watching

Experience stunning picture quality, whether you’re watching movies 

on Blu-ray Disc, regular TV broadcasts, web videos or low-resolution 

smartphone clips. Sony’s latest-generation processing engine analyzes, 

cleans and refines images – restoring beautiful results from any source.

Fine textures, exquisite detail 

Clear Resolution Enhancer makes images look more sharp & real. 

Natural textures in the mountainside and sharper, more defined 

rock formations. Image noise is reduced and contrast improved for 

added depth, detail and realism.
Without 

Clear Resolution Enhancer
With 

Clear Resolution Enhancer

Extra entertainment, deeper bass Simply clear & beautiful picture
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P413D Series

60cm (24)
MRP Rs. 16,900/-

R252F
102cm (40)
MRP Rs. 43,900/- 

R202F
80cm (32)
MRP Rs. 25,900/-

Picture and Sound Quality Picture and Sound QualityUser Experience User Experience

*Applicable with 40R252F only.

BRAVIA TV menu 
in multi Indian languages

BRAVIA’s new on-screen interface lets you navigate in Multi Indian regional 

languages. Make a language selection and the TV communicates in your 

selected Language

Protected against harsh 
environmental conditions

Your BRAVIA is much more stronger now. Thanks to no ventilation holes 

on backside of TV, dust cannot go inside. Lightning protection shields 

your TV against thunderbolt outside. Primary capacitor protects your 

TV against unstable electricity and anti-humidity coating on the circuit 

board avoids short-circuiting that can be caused by high-moisture.

R252F/R202F Series   
Discover clarity 
in an affordable way

Proven to be proof against severe environment







For sales and service queries, call 1800-103-7799 (Toll Free from all landline & mobile phones) or e-mail us at sonyindia.care@ap.sony.com

Please write to b2bindia@ap.sony.com for corporate enquiries.

While efforts have been made to provide accurate information, there could be printing errors, which may have crept in. In the event of any discrepancy, the Product 
Operating Instructions supplied with product shall be the authentic reference point.

*MRP inclusive of all taxes. Quoted MRP is for 1 unit of the product. MRP subject to change without any prior notice.  
Kindly check with your nearest dealer for updated MRP.

Enhance your Home Entertainment Experience with best suited products

Sony Expert Care

Live Product Assistance 1800-103-7799 (Toll Free)

Follow us on

http://www.sony.co.in/microsite/leaflet/

Scan below and download the digital leaflet

Sound Bar 
Home Theatre 

System

Wireless
Sound Bar 

Blu-ray
Home Theatre

system

DVD
Home Theatre

system

Multimedia
Speakers

DTH Home
Theatre System

5.1ch Sound Bar Tall Boy Home Theatre System

5.1ch Blu-ray Home Theatre System

5.1ch DVD Home Theatre System Enjoy Powerful Bass with Multimedia Speakers

7.1.2ch Dolby ATMOS® Wireless Sound Bar Enjoy Immersive Surround Sound2.1ch Wireless Sound Bar

5.1ch Sound Bar Home Theatre System

HT-S700RF

MRP Rs. 39,990/-

MRP Rs. 1,39,190/-

MRP Rs. 61,990/-

MRP Rs. 21,990/- MRP Rs. 11,990/- MRP Rs. 8,490/- MRP Rs. 7,490/-

MRP Rs. 49,990/- MRP Rs. 33,990/- MRP Rs. 28,990/-

MRP Rs. 18,490/- MRP Rs. 21,190/-

MRP Rs. 21,190/- MRP Rs. 31,990/- MRP Rs. 17,490/-

HT-ST5000

BDV-N9200W

DAV-DZ350 DAV-TZ145 SA-D40 SA-D20

BDV-N7200W BDV-E4100 BDV-E3200

HT-S500RFHT-RT40 HT-RT31000
W

800
W

1200
W

1000
W

360
W

80
W

60
W

1200
W

1000
W

1000
W

1000
W

600
W

HT-CT290 HT-IV300300
W

1000
W

600
W


